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Abstract

The initial flight test evaluation phase of the performance seeking control (PSC) algorithm has been completed for one engine, subsonic, part power, and military power operation on an F-15 aircraft, using a PW1128 engine. The algorithm is designed to optimize the quasi-steady-state performance of an engine for three primary modes of operation: the minimum fuel, the minimum fan turbine inlet temperature (FTIT), and the maximum thrust modes. The minimum fuel mode is designed to minimize thrust-specific fuel consumption during cruise conditions. The minimum FTIT mode is designed to extend the turbine life by decreasing the FTIT during cruise and accelerating flight conditions. The maximum thrust mode is designed to maximize net propulsive force at military power. Decreases in thrust-specific fuel consumption of approximately 1 percent have been measured in the minimum fuel mode; integrated over the life of the aircraft and fleet size, these fuel savings are significant. Decreases of up to approximately 100 °F in FTIT were measured in the minimum FTIT mode. Temperature reductions of this magnitude are significant and would more than double engine life if FTIT were the only factor. Thrust increases of up to approximately 12 percent were measured in the maximum thrust mode. The system dynamics of the closed-loop algorithm operation appear good. The preliminary flight phase has provided a general validation of the PSC technology which can provide significant benefits to the next generation of fighter and transport aircraft.

Nomenclature

\[ AAHT \] high-pressure turbine area component deviation parameter, in²
\[ AJ \] nozzle throat area, in²
\[ AJNL \] effective nozzle throat area, in²
\[ BLD \] bleed air flow, lb/sec
\[ CEM \] compact engine model
\[ CIM \] compact inlet model
\[ CIVV \] compressor inlet variable guide vane, deg
\[ CPSM \] compact propulsion system model
\[ DEEC \] digital electronic engine control
\[ DEHPT \] high-pressure turbine component deviation parameter, percent
\[ DELPT \] low-pressure turbine component deviation parameter, percent
\[ DINL \] inlet drag, lb
\[ DNOZ \] nozzle drag, lb
\[ DRAM \] ram drag, lb
\[ DWFAN \] fan airflow component deviation parameter, lb/sec
\[ DWHPC \] high-pressure compressor airflow component deviation parameter, lb/sec
\[ EMD \] engine model derivative
\[ EPR \] engine pressure ratio, \( PT6 / PT2 \)
\[ F \] steady-state variable model sensitivity matrix
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Introduction

The increasing use of digital engine control has opened up the possibility of significantly improving the performance of aircraft turbofan engines. Control laws for current generation engines are based on classical control theory and empirically developed schedules that must accommodate a wide range of engine health and off-nominal operation. These schedules are compromised to account for variations in manufacturing tolerances, the uncertainty associated with engine deterioration, and other off-nominal behavior of gas turbine components for a specific engine. Performance improvements can be achieved using sophisticated control algorithms designed to recover the full performance potential of the propulsion system.

The NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility has developed, flight tested, and evaluated propulsion system improvements on the F-15 airplane for over a decade. The F-15 flight research program included the first flight implementation of a full authority digital electronic engine control (DEEC), followed by flight test of an F100 engine model derivative (EMD), and most recently implemented a highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC) on the engine. Significant performance benefits demonstrated on the F-15 HIDEC research vehicle, coupled with the Air Force's independent performance seeking control study, have supported further research into adaptive optimization algorithms.

There is considerable interest in developing real-time performance optimization technology for application to high-speed commercial transport and advanced fighter designs. The Air Force has funded an independent performance seeking control study. The performance benefits demonstrated on the F-15 HIDEC research vehicle, coupled with the Air Force's independent performance seeking control study, have supported further research into adaptive optimization algorithms.
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Force performance seeking control study, prompted the performance seeking control (PSC) program, currently under flight test evaluation at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. The objective of PSC is to adaptively optimize the near-steady-state performance of an aircraft-propulsion system in real time.

The PSC algorithm has three primary modes of operation: the minimum fuel, the minimum fan turbine inlet temperature \((FTIT)\), and the maximum thrust modes. The minimum fuel mode is designed for cruise conditions, the minimum \(FTIT\) mode is designed for both cruise and accelerating flight conditions, and the maximum thrust mode is primarily intended for use during accelerating flight conditions. The minimum fuel mode minimizes fuel flow while maintaining constant net propulsive force \((FNP)\) throughout the maneuver, or effectively minimizes thrust-specific fuel consumption \((TSFC)\). During cruise conditions, the minimum \(FTIT\) mode lowers the \(FTIT\) while maintaining constant \(FNP\) throughout the maneuver. During accelerating flight conditions, the minimum \(FTIT\) mode lowers the \(FTIT\) while allowing \(FNP\) to increase with flight condition. The maximum thrust mode maximizes \(FNP\) at military (MIL) power settings.

The PSC algorithm optimizes the propulsion performance during quasi-steady-state maneuvers by applying trims to the propulsion system. The trim values are determined from an onboard, real-time optimization process. The PSC control law includes an estimation process, a modeling process, and an optimization process. The estimation process uses a Kalman filter to estimate component deviation parameters from flight measurements. The component deviation parameters account for changing levels of engine health, engine-to-engine manufacturing differences, and off-nominal behavior of a specific engine. The modeling process uses linear and nonlinear models to estimate unmeasured engine parameters from flight measurements and the component deviation parameter estimates. The optimization process uses linear programming techniques to determine the optimal engine operating condition for the mode selected. The PSC algorithm relies heavily on accurate models of the inlet and engine system and estimates of unmeasured parameters. Before implementation, the algorithm was tested extensively with simulated data. The parameter estimation and modeling processes have undergone preliminary evaluation using flight test data. Results indicate the PSC estimation algorithm provides reasonable estimates of the variables needed to optimize the engine operation.

Preliminary flight testing of the various PSC modes was conducted using one of the two F-15 engines. This paper presents qualitative results for the PSC modes at the PSC model design condition and other selected conditions. Flight testing has been restricted to the subsonic flight envelope and for throttle settings up to MIL power. Results for the steady-state and dynamic behavior of the control law and the performance benefits are discussed.

**Airplane and Engine Description**

The PSC program has been implemented on the NASA F-15 research airplane (Fig. 1), which is a modified high-performance aircraft capable of speeds in excess of Mach 2.0. The F-15 aircraft is powered by two PW1128 afterburning turbofan engines. The aircraft has been modified with a digital electronic flight control system. Additional information on the F-15 aircraft is found in Ref. 3.

The PW1128 engine is a moderate-bypass ratio, twin-spool, afterburning turbofan technology demonstrator, derived from the F100-PW-100 engine. The engine is controlled by a full-authority DEEC that is similar to the current production F100 engine controller. The DEEC provides both open-loop scheduling and closed-loop feedback control of corrected fan speed \((N1C2)\) by way of the fuel flow \((WF)\) and engine pressure ratio \((EPR)\) by way of the nozzle throat area \((AJ)\). The compressor inlet variable guide vane \((CIVV)\) and rear compressor variable vane \((RCVV)\) positions are scheduled on rotor speeds by way of open-loop control. The DEEC software has been modified to accommodate PSC; however, the normal DEEC control loops (that is, \(N1C2\) and \(EPR\)) have not been modified. A more detailed description of the PW1128 engine is in Ref. 2.

A diagram of the PW1128 engine is shown in Fig. 2. The locations of the DEEC instrumentation, the DEEC calculated parameters, and the parameters estimated by PSC are indicated. Fan airflow \((WF)\) and engine face total pressure \((PT2)\) are independently modelled by both the DEEC and PSC control laws. The PSC algorithm requires only conventional DEEC instrumented parameters as inputs and estimates other necessary parameters within the algorithm. The engine instrumentation and a wide range of internal PSC algorithm parameters are sampled at 20 Hz. The airflow data are obtained from the F-15 production side probes. The algorithm corrects the data for position error and location effects. The airflow data are recorded at 20 Hz. All data are recorded on a pulse code modulation (PCM) system.

**Performance Seeking Control Law Algorithm**

The general structure of the PSC algorithm involves calculating optimal control trim commands for a propulsion system model that is continuously updated. A flow diagram of the algorithm is given in Fig. 3. The control law has estimation, modeling, and optimization processes. The estimation process is a Kalman filter estimation of five component deviation parameters designed to account for the off-nominal behavior of the engine during flight. The second step formulates and uses the compact propulsion system model (CPSM) to estimate unmeasured engine outputs,
such as component stall margins, required for an optimal solution.

Flight measurements are used to look up model data and as direct inputs to both the Kalman filter and the CPSM. The component deviation parameter estimates are also input to the CPSM. The estimates cause the CPSM outputs to more accurately reflect the actual engine operating condition. A propulsion system matrix (PSM) derived from the CPSM is the basis of the optimization process. Because of the nonlinearity of the problem, each set of optimal trims does not necessarily represent the final solution. The final solution must be converged to over time. Additional information on the structure and design of the PSC algorithm is available in Ref. 8. The PSC algorithm is an outer-loop controller and does not effect the normal engine DEEC control loops $N1C2$ and $EPR$.

**Kalman Filter**

The first step in the PSC algorithm is to identify the off-nominal characteristics of the engine when operating at or near steady-state conditions. This is done by estimating five component deviation parameters with a Kalman filter: the low- and high-pressure turbine efficiency component deviation parameters ($DELPT$ and $DEHPT$), the fan and high-pressure compressor airflow component deviation parameters ($DWFAN$ and $DWHPC$), and the high-pressure turbine area component deviation parameter ($AAHT$). The $DELPT$ and $DEHPT$ are related to the changes from nominal in the low- and high-pressure turbine efficiency. The $DWFAN$ and $DWHPC$ are related to the changes from nominal in fan and high-pressure compressor airflow. The $AAHT$ is related to changes from nominal in the high-pressure turbine area. These parameters are used to adjust the nominal CPSM to match the actual engine operating condition. The state variable model (SVM) is used in the design and implementation of the Kalman estimator. The SVM is a piecewise linear model covering the entire range of engine operation at Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft, at standard day conditions. The estimator consists of a state-space perturbation model, an associated table of steady-state trim values for all the engine variables in the model, and some extended nonlinear calculations. The SVM model data are a function of $PT4$ and $PT6$. The state, control, and measurement vectors are defined as

$$x = [N1 \ N2 \ TMT \ DEHPT \ DELPT \ DWFAN \ DWHPC \ AAHT]^T$$

$$u = [WF \ AJ \ CIVV \ RCVV \ HPX \ BLD \ DEHPT \ DELPT \ DWFAN \ DWHPC \ AAHT]^T$$

$$y = [PT6 \ PT4 \ FTIT \ N1 \ N2]^T$$

The locations of the engine parameters are shown in Fig. 2. Values for the following measurements and control variables are taken directly from flight data: $N1$, $N2$, $PB$, $FTIT$, $PT6$, $WF$, $AJ$, $CIVV$, and $RCVV$. The $PT4$ is modelled as a function of $PB$, $HPX$ is modelled as a function of $N2$, and $BLD$ is modelled as a function of Mach and altitude. Additional engine and flight parameters are used indirectly by the Kalman filter to calculate other engine variables and to transform the engine data to the SVM design condition of Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft. Multipliers that are functions of $PT2$ and $TT2$ are used to transform the measured and calculated engine variables to different flight conditions. Additional information on the Kalman filter is found in Refs. 8 and 9.

**Compact Propulsion System Model**

The second step in the PSC algorithm is formulation of the CPSM. The CPSM combines two smaller compact models, the compact engine model (CEM) and the compact inlet model (CIM), that together model the propulsion system and form the basis for the optimization process.

**Compact Engine Model**

The CEM consists of a linear steady-state perturbation model, referred to as the steady-state variable model (SSVM), and follow-on nonlinear calculations, including nozzle effects. The SSVM is of the form

$$y_m = Fu_m$$

It has a design condition of Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft, but has been transformed to a sea level static reference condition for implementation. The $u_m$ and $y_m$ variables represent the SSVM control input and measurement vectors, respectively. They are defined as

$$u_m = [WF \ PT6 \ CIVV \ RCVV \ HPX \ BLD \ DEHPT \ DELPT \ DWFAN \ DWHPC \ AAHT]^T$$

$$y_m = [N1 \ N2 \ PT2.5 \ PT4 \ TT2.5 \ TT3 \ TT4 \ FTIT \ TT6 \ WCFAN \ WCHPC]^T$$

The SSVM uses engine measurements for the following control inputs: $WF$, $PT6$, $CIVV$, and $RCVV$. The $HPX$ and $BLD$ are modelled as in the Kalman filter. The locations of the engine parameters are shown in Fig. 2. The Kalman filter estimates of the component deviation parameters are input to the SSVM calculation as part of the control vector. The control inputs are transformed to the SSVM sea level static reference condition using multipliers that are a function of $PT2$ and $TT2$. The SSVM provides estimates of the following variables at sea level static conditions: $N1$, $N2$, $AJ$, $PT2.5$, $PT4$, $TT2.5$, $TT3$, $TT4$, $FTIT$, $TT6$, $WCFAN$, and $WCHPC$. These estimates are then transformed to the original flight condition for use in the subsequent nonlinear CEM calculations. Several of the variables estimated by the SSVM are also instrumented: $N1$, $N2$, $AJ$, and $FTIT$.

Following completion of the linear SSVM calculation, the nonlinear CEM estimates are calculated at the original
flight condition. These variables include PT7, TT7, FG, FN, DRAM, DNOZ, AJNL, SMF, and SMHC. The nonlinear calculations use a combination of analytical equations and empirically derived data tables. They are based on both measured engine variables and SSVM estimates. If a variable is both measured and estimated, the flight measurement is used in the nonlinear calculations. The nonlinear calculations for SMF, SMHC, AJNL, and FN are linearized with respect to WF, PT6, CIVV, and RCVV in real time. The partials produced are used in the follow-on optimization process. Additional information on the CEM calculations is available in Refs. 7 and 8.

**Compact Inlet Model**

The subsonic CIM consists of a nonlinear calculation of inlet drag (DINL) and the inlet PT2. At subsonic flight conditions, the nominal inlet schedules are optimal, and inlet geometry is not included in the PSC algorithm at subsonic conditions. Both DINL and the inlet PT2 are calculated as a function of Mach, WCFAN, and Pamb. The PSC algorithm linearizes the PT2 and DINL calculations with respect to WCFAN in real time. The result is a linear steady-state perturbation model of the inlet. The u_i and y_i represent the control input and measurement vectors, respectively. At subsonic conditions, they are defined as

\[ u_i = [WCFAN] \]
\[ y_i = [PT2\ DINL]^T \]

Additional information on the CIM is available in Ref. 8.

**Optimization Process**

The subsonic phase of the PSC program optimizes the combined performance of the inlet and engine. The PSC algorithm uses linear programming techniques to determine the optimal engine control states. The linear programming optimization is based on a linear steady-state model referred to as the PSM. Linear models from the CEM and CIM are integrated to form the PSM. The PSM control and output vectors \( u_p \) and \( y_p \) are defined as

\[ u_p = [WF\ PT6\ CIVV\ RCVV]^T \]
\[ y_p = [N1C2\ N2\ WCFAN\ TT3\ FTIT\ SMF\ SMHC\ AJ\ FNP]^T \]

The engine parameters are shown in Fig. 2.

The linear programming problem determines the optimum subject to a specific set of constraints. Each control and output variable has associated constraints that are used in the formulation of the linear programming problem. The constraints are functions of engine hardware, empirical data, and the desired goal of the optimization. The local optimal engine operating point is determined by iterating on the CPSM modeling-optimization process a specified number of times. The iterative process is referred to as inner looping. The component deviation parameters are assumed constant during the inner looping. Once the inner looping is completed, the engine interface logic determines the trims required to achieve the current optimal operating conditions. The current PSC configuration uses 12 iterations to determine each set of optimal trims. This iterative process takes approximately 5 sec.

**DEEC Interface and Supervisory Logic**

In addition to the PSC control law, the PSC system includes logic to interface with the DEEC, as well as logic to monitor and assure safe engine operation. The DEEC interface logic calculates the DEEC trims required to achieve the PSC optimal engine operating condition. Supervisory logic was developed to oversee the PSC operation. The engine operation is monitored to protect against fan stalls, and trims are modified if necessary. Supervisory logic also monitors the engine for transients resulting from PLA changes. The PSC algorithm is designed for quasi-steady-state engine operation. Therefore, PSC is suspended during engine transients and the engine reverts to baseline operation. The DEEC applies the PSC trims to the engine, subject to standard DEEC protection. The DEEC does not permit limits to be exceeded and, as such, overrides the PSC trims as necessary.

**Flight Test Results**

The three PSC modes have undergone preliminary subsonic flight testing. Maneuvers were flown on the F-15 aircraft to evaluate the performance benefits and the dynamic behavior of each mode. The engine data given in this paper were obtained from the following sources: the WF, AJ, CIVV, RCVV, and PT6 were recorded from the right-hand test engine; the engine pressure ratio (EPR) and WCFAN data were recorded from the DEEC; the FNP was recorded from the PSC algorithm; and the TSFC was calculated postflight.

**Minimum Fuel Mode**

The minimum fuel mode is designed to minimize fuel flow (effectively TSFC) while maintaining constant FNP during cruise conditions. The maneuvers flown consisted of flying at stabilized flight conditions with the PSC system engaged. The aircraft was allowed to stabilize at the cruise conditions before PSC was engaged. Data were recorded for approximately 2 min with PSC engaged. After 2 min, the PSC system was disengaged, and another 2 min of data representing the baseline engine were recorded. The maneuvers were flown back-to-back to allow for direct comparisons by minimizing the effects of variations in the test day conditions.
The minimum fuel mode was evaluated at two conditions: Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft and a power level angle (PLA) of 40°, and Mach 0.88 at an altitude of 45,000 ft and a PLA of 40°. The first condition represents the PSC model design point. The baseline performance schedules are efficient at Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft and a PLA of 40°. Thus, small benefits were expected. It is, however, the point in the flight envelope where the estimation processes are expected to be the most accurate, as the linear models were derived at this condition. The second cruise condition of Mach 0.88 at an altitude of 45,000 ft was selected to evaluate the mode operation at off-design conditions. This flight condition is near the maximum range cruise condition for the aircraft. To maintain constant flight conditions and constant test engine PLA during the maneuvers, the left throttle was modulated manually by the pilot to maintain Mach number.

Figure 4 shows the results for the cruise point of Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft. Time histories are given for the engine and linear programming control variables (WF, AJ, CIVV, RCVV, and PT6), the algorithm performance variables (WF, FNP, and TSFC), and engine pressure ratio (EPR) and WCFAN. The EPR is defined as $\frac{PT6}{PT2}$. The PSC algorithm was engaged from 10 to 130 sec, as shown on the time histories. Dynamics caused by engaging PSC are apparent in both WF and FNP until approximately 75 sec. Thus, steady-state conditions pertain to the 75- to 130-sec part of the maneuver. The steady-state value of TSFC with PSC engaged was approximately 1.17. The PSC algorithm held FNP to within ±2 percent of the initial value. Turning PSC off caused both WF and FNP to decrease in the steady state. The steady-state TSFC for the nominal engine was 1.18, slightly greater than with PSC on. The modest decrease in TSFC was expected at this flight condition, as the baseline controller is efficient at Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft and a PLA of 40°.

In general, the dynamic behavior of the engine was good (Fig. 4). Transient dynamics are observed until 75 sec after PSC was engaged and are partially an artifact of the steady-state assumptions of the algorithm design. The WF, PT6, and AJ showed slight variations during the remainder of the maneuver with PSC on, but the variations were not significant. The small decrease in TSFC was achieved by decreasing WF to the engine, while trimming CIVV, RCVV, and AJ to maintain thrust. The key variables in the minimum fuel linear programming problem are WF and PT6. The PT6 is effected by AJ. Decreasing WF will decrease FNP, assuming all other variables are constant. Increasing AJ decreases EPR and increases WCFAN, assuming all other variables are constant. At lower fan airflow, WCFAN is more sensitive to the perturbation in AJ than at higher airflows. The FNP is affected by EPR and WCFAN, and the relative sensitivities of FNP to these parameters varies with engine operating condition. Decreasing either EPR or WCFAN while holding the other parameter constant decreases FNP. In the minimum fuel mode, the PSC algorithm decreases WF and uses PT6 to balance EPR and WCFAN to hold the desired FNP. With the linear programming problem, the limiting constraints are

$$\Delta \text{FNP} = \text{constant}$$

$$\Delta \text{FNP} = \frac{\partial \text{FNP}}{\partial u_p} \Delta u_p$$

For this particular test maneuver, PSC trims AJ to increase WCFAN and decrease EPR to maintain FNP (Fig. 4). The CIVV and RCVV trims contribute to the WCFAN increase, but their effect is small compared to that of AJ. The small differences in the WF, EPR, and WCFAN (Fig. 4) between PSC on and off indicate that the baseline schedules are efficient for this condition.

The results for the cruise maneuver at Mach 0.88 at an altitude of 45,000 ft and a PLA of 40° are shown in Fig. 5. Time histories are given for the engine and linear programming control variables (WF, AJ, CIVV, RCVV, and PT6), and algorithm performance variables (WF, FNP, and TSFC), and engine and linear programming control variables (WF, FNP, and TSFC), and EPR and WCFAN. The PSC algorithm was engaged from 20 to 140 sec, as shown on the time histories.

The algorithm appeared to settle more quickly than at Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft, and the dynamics induced by engaging PSC are less pronounced. The engine response is slower at this condition than at Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft, and PSC is better able to track the engine dynamics. The PSC algorithm held FNP to within ±2 percent of the initial value. The steady-state value of TSFC with PSC engaged is approximately 1.04 at 125 sec. Between 125 and 140 sec, FNP is decreasing, causing the noticeable increase in TSFC (Fig. 5). The mean value for the TSFC for the baseline engine is approximately 1.06, greater than with PSC on. The decrease in TSFC at this condition was achieved by the same mechanism described for the Mach 0.90 maneuver at 30,000 ft. Again, PSC decreases the WF while trimming AJ to balance EPR and WCFAN to maintain FNP. For this maneuver, AJ was trimmed to increase WCFAN and decrease EPR (Fig. 5).

The baseline performance schedules are less efficient at Mach 0.88 at an altitude of 45,000 ft than at Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 30,000 ft. Thus, the steady-state differences with PSC on and off are more pronounced (Fig. 5). The relationship between the optimal and baseline engine operating conditions is a function of the baseline performance schedules, and would be different if the baseline schedules were defined differently.

The minimum fuel mode has performed as expected at most flight-throttle settings. The decreases in TSFC of 1 to 2 percent translate to significant fuel savings when integrated over the life of the aircraft and fleet. At some throttle settings, though, PSC appears to increase rather than decrease TSFC. The problem is currently under investigation.
Minimum FTIT Mode

The minimum FTIT mode is designed to decrease the FTIT while maintaining FNP levels during both cruise and accelerating flight conditions. Engine turbine life can be expressed as turbine life exhaustion rate (TLER). Figure 6 shows TLER as a function of turbine temperature relative to the turbine melting temperature. The temperature ranges given represent typical engine operating temperatures. Overall turbine life is determined by the cumulative impact of TLER at different operating conditions over the aircraft mission. Lowering the FTIT decreases the TLER, resulting in extended turbine-combustor life.

The minimum FTIT mode was evaluated at Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 25,000 ft, MIL power, and over the Mach range of 0.75 to 0.95 at an altitude of 45,000 ft, MIL power. The maneuvers flown were similar to the maneuvers used to evaluate the minimum fuel mode. The aircraft was allowed to stabilize at the cruise condition with PSC off. The PSC algorithm was then engaged, and data were recorded for approximately 2 min. The PSC was turned off, and data representing the baseline engine were recorded for another 2 min. The maneuvers were flown back-to-back to minimize the effects of variations in the test day conditions.

Figure 7 shows the results for the Mach 0.85 cruise point at an altitude of 45,000 ft. Time histories are given for the engine and linear programming control variables (WF, AJ, CIVV, RCVV, and PT6), and the algorithm performance variables (FNP and FTIT), and EPR and WCFAN. The PSC was engaged from 10 to 125 sec, as shown on the time histories. The steady-state value of FTIT with PSC engaged was 2050 °R. The PSC algorithm increased FNP by 5 percent over the initial FNP, although the variation in FNP with PSC engaged was within ±1 percent. The steady-state value of FTIT for the baseline engine was 2150 °R. The PSC algorithm decreased the FTIT by 100 °R, and increased FNP slightly (Fig. 7). The FTIT decrease may have been greater if the algorithm had held the initial FNP value more closely.

With PSC engaged, WF, CIVV, and RCVV were well behaved dynamically, while AJ exhibited a small amplitude oscillation of ±5 in² (Fig. 7). The decrease in FTIT was achieved by trimming WF, AJ, CIVV, and RCVV to decrease WCFAN and thus the FTIT, while increasing the EPR to maintain FNP. The algorithm decreased AJ to balance the WCFAN and EPR to maintain constant FNP.

Figure 8 shows predicted and flight-measured decreases in FTIT for various test points as a function of Mach and altitude. In all the cases, the throttle was at MIL power. In general, PSC performed as predicted in the minimum FTIT mode. Decreases of up to 100 °R were measured at an altitude of 45,000 ft. Decreases of 20 °R were measured at Mach 0.90 at an altitude of 25,000 ft. Temperature reductions of this magnitude are significant and, as shown in Fig. 6, would double engine life if FTIT were the only factor. The goals for this mode were achieved as PSC obtained FTIT reductions while FNP was held constant.

Maximum Thrust Mode

The maximum thrust mode is designed to maximize FNP at MIL power. The maneuver flown consisted of stabilizing the engines at MIL power in a windup turn at Mach 0.50. The aircraft was then rolled to wings level and allowed to accelerate to Mach 0.95 at a constant altitude of 30,000 ft. The maneuver was executed twice, once with PSC off and once with PSC on. The accelerations were flown back-to-back to minimize the effects of variation in test day conditions.

Figure 9 shows time history comparisons of several engine variables for back-to-back maneuvers with PSC on and PSC off. Engine and linear programming control variables (WF, AJ, CIVV, RCVV, and PT6), the performance variable (FNP), and EPR and WCFAN are given as a function of Mach number. The PSC algorithm increased FNP by 10 to 12 percent above the nominal thrust level, resulting in a substantial increase in acceleration. The PW1128 engine has conservative schedules because it was a technology demonstrator. The schedules would be more efficient in a production engine, and the engine manufacturer estimates that thrust increases of approximately 4 to 6 percent would be accrued with a production engine. The algorithm increased the FNP by increasing the WF and EPR (Fig. 9). The CIVV, RCVV, and WCFAN with PSC engaged were close to the nominal values, and CIVV and WCFAN were at physically limited values. The PSC algorithm decreased AJ and increased EPR and WF to maintain the maximum WCFAN (Fig. 9).

The optimal solution to the linear programming problem was bounded by different pairs of constraints as the maneuver progressed. Active linear programming problem constraints for the maneuver with PSC engaged are shown as a function of Mach number in Fig. 10. Active constraints included absolute minimum AJ and SMHC constraints, absolute maximum N1 and FTIT constraints, and a constraint on the maximum corrected PT6. The AJ constraint is an actual engine hardware constraint. The FTIT and N1 constraints are obtained from the DEEC control laws. The SMHC constraint was empirically derived from ground test data and simulation runs. Predominant constraints for this maneuver are the maximum N1 and FTIT, and the minimum AJ limits.

Dynamically, the mode is stable with no oscillations present in the engine response parameters or control effectors. In general, the maximum thrust mode has performed well, demonstrating significant thrust increases at MIL power.
Concluding Remarks

The initial flight test evaluation phase of the performance seeking control (PSC) algorithm has been completed for one engine, subsonic, part power, and military power operation on an F-15 aircraft. A qualitative evaluation of the three major modes of operation indicate that the algorithm is, in general, performing as designed. Thrust increases of up to 12 percent in the maximum thrust mode resulted in substantial increases in acceleration. Decreases of up to approximately 100 °R in fan turbine inlet temperature (FTIT) were measured in the minimum FTIT mode. Temperature reductions of this magnitude are significant and would more than double engine life if FTIT were the only factor. Decreases of thrust-specific fuel consumption (TS’FC) of approximately 1 percent have also been measured in the minimum fuel mode; integrated over the life of the aircraft and fleet size, these fuel savings are significant. Problems such as low-amplitude oscillations in the minimum FTIT mode and some TSFC discrepancies in the minimum fuel mode at selected throttle settings were noted. However, these problems are not major and are being resolved. The system dynamics of the closed-loop algorithm operation appear good.

This preliminary flight phase has provided a general validation of the PSC technology objectives. The PSC technology can provide significant benefits to the next generation of fighter and transport aircraft.
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